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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Admittedly, I didn’t know what to make of the play when I first read it, and in
many ways I still don’t. The play is about the interactions, relationships, and self-images
of 8 women who lack agency and independence. As a man, I can literally only imagine
what that is like, and that was one of the first challenges I faced for this design. Adding
to that is the often vague and absurd dialogue and an ending that leaves, in my opinion, more questions than answers.

The author, María Irene Fornés
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Written by María Irene Fornés in 1977 and taking place in the 1930s, Fefu and
her Friends is a strange piece set in a realistic world. This reflects the background of
the playwright aptly. Fornés’s earliest interests in art were in abstract forms, and her
works prior to Fefu and her Friends were often experimental and avant-garde. Some
common conventions in her works were untraditional structure such as a nonlinear

timeline of events. These conventions and her affinity for the abstract come together in
this play. While the dialogue and action are often absurd, the setting of the play is more
realistic; a new direction for Forné at the time, tempering her affinity for the absurd with
a more grounded delivery.

The structure of the play is unusual in that it is broken into three parts rather
than the traditional scenes, and calls for a total of 5 locations, even though there are
only three time frames in which the play takes place. The first and third part of the play
take place in the same room, but the second part of the play takes place in four separate locations simultaneously. According to the script, this should be executed by having the audience taken to 4 different locations, watch the actors in those locations perform their scene, then rotate to another of the 4 locations. This happens 4 consecutive
times until the audience has seen all 4 scenes in part 2, then they return to the original
location for the 3rd and final part. This departure from the traditional linear timeline of
action is very much in the playwright’s style. While this posed some logistical challeng-

es for me as the scenic designer, it also created an opportunity to create 5 separate
spaces, each of which could contribute to the production in their own way.

I was worried that given the demographic I personally fit, I would lack a perspective that would give me insight into some of the subtleties in the play. I decided a twopart approach to this design would be best- to trust my instincts and to do more listen2

ing than speaking during the design process. Overall, I found this approach successful,
but I also quickly realized that these two tactics, one passive and one active, could also
be in conflict.

For example, there were many times in the process when I felt strong decisive
leadership and an awareness of deadlines was needed and was not present. Given my
experience in management and leadership roles, reflex demanded that I step in and

make decisions to keep the momentum of the production going. I recognized, however,
in a production about women who felt they didn’t have agency how it would be perceived if I, a man, stepped in and started asserting myself and my opinions, even if well
intended. This realization combined with my position in the middle of the overall hierarchy as a student created many situations in which I had to navigate between the conflicting wants and demands of different members of the production team.
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Chapter 2
THE MEETINGS AND THEMES

Coming into this assignment, it was my goal to incorporate and utilize everything I learned over the course of my time as a graduate student. This included my understanding of design history and the design aesthetics I’ve studied. It included the
techniques and tools that have augmented my craft and the sensibilities that I've developed over my time as a graduate student. This production also offered me the opportunity to execute a more distilled and refined design.

My previous designs at Temple were on larger stages and I was able to be fantastic in the concept, scale, and execution of them. Staged on the large stages of Tomlinson theater or TPAC, the shows were all either musicals or Operas and lent themselves well to large sets designed to leave a strong impression. Fefu and her Friends
was to be staged mainly in the smaller black box space of Randall theater, and even

smaller satellite spaces that required a more restrained execution. The challenge I was
presented with was how to design a set that supported an absurd script without being
absurd itself. I needed to be illogical but still realistic. I needed to be obvious while being subtle, and this is what I seized onto, subtlety. There needed to be something
slightly “off” with the set that was subtle enough not to be distracting but clear enough
to be deliberate.
4

I wanted to front load this project as much as possible. I knew that the production calendar deadlines coincided with many other important events in my personal and
professional life outside of my studies, and after reading the script realized that this was
a challenging piece. To manage my time as efficiently as possible, I started the design
conversation as early as I could. Having worked with the director prior to this meant that
we could start the conversation already knowing a bit about each other's style and aesthetic. We were able to have a phone conversation on 9/15, well ahead of the first calendar meeting for the production on 10/22.

In this conversation, I was relieved to hear that the director was also having a
difficult time wrapping their head around the text. In my design process I feel some answers just won’t present themselves until the design starts taking on momentum and a
life of its own, and I was heartened to hear the director voicing a similar sentiment regarding the staging. While talking we were able to tease out some initial themes and
metaphors as a starting point for my design.

First, the themes present in this piece written in 1977 are still present today.
Women are still struggling to find advocacy, independence, and agency. Women are
still being punished for trying to achieve these things. Some women are still happy staying in “their place,” and shame others for trying to better their situation.

We also zeroed in on a few metaphors that heavily informed the story telling

and the design. One of the dialogues in the script mentions the fascination that we, as
people, have with the underside of a rock and all the filth found underneath.

The director felt that the characters, particularly Fefu, are trapped in a cage and
the director wanted there to be a sense that “the walls are closing in.” The director and I
agreed that most of the set would be devoid of life somehow. As a theme of the show is
5

that women only exist as ornamentation and shouldn't have independence, most of the
spaces they occupy should likewise be ornamental, for show. They are meant to be
seen but not lived in. The director wanted the actors to bring life into these spaces.
These spaces are part of “a house, not a home.” The overarching metaphor I articulated to describe this feeling was that of a picture frame bought in a store. Frames often
come with bland, washed-out pictures of strangers already in them. This would become
one of the main through lines of my design and lead me to the main design element
which I used to represent the absurdity of the play in the set. That element was color.

I left this initial meeting with some other general notes that were very helpful.
The script calls for a circa 1930s setting, and while we wanted to lean towards that in
the scenic and costume design, we decided that the time and place of the play should
have a little ambiguity to enforce the current relevance of the themes present. We also
solidified that there needed to be realism present in the overall design. The absurdity of
the piece would come from the dialogue and the story, not the physical environment,
with one exception.

The director felt that the action at the end of the play was so jarring that it
should transfer to and be augmented by the set. What this meant we didn’t know at the
time, but it was decided that it would be a moment in which we would break with the
scenic realism that we would spend the rest of the play establishing. I started referring
to this moment as “the moment when.”

In a follow up conversation a few weeks later, on November 3 , we established
rd

that there would be two main types of spaces. One type exhibited the sterility I mentioned, but the other would be more real somehow: more inherently alive. The main
space in parts 1 and 3 as well as two of the four other spaces, the study and the kitch-
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en, would be sterile. The character Julia’s room and the outdoor lawn scene however
would break this convention.

In Julia’s room, we wanted to represent the way in which Julia’s monologue in
the scene starts breaking through the perfect facade present elsewhere in the play.
Through her scene we would glimpse the real world and so the set in this scene would
reflect that by being more saturated, more textured, and more realistic.

In the outdoor lawn scene, the characters were allowed to leave the cage they
are otherwise inhabiting, represented by the house, and so we would see the full saturation of green grass and other vegetation as well as the texture of realistic grass and
foliage.
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Chapter 3
CREATING THE DESIGN

To create the subtle absurdity I was looking for, I first experimented with the
shape and scale of the walls, but this proved to be too heavy handed an approach. I put
this idea aside for the end of the play when we would break our established convention
of realism with “the moment when”. The element that enabled me to achieve what I
wanted was color. By desaturating the colors in the sterile spaces, I was able to pull the
life, so to speak, from the scenery. This left the actors and their costumes as the life in

the play. Conversely, by introducing the fully saturated realistic colors and textures of
wood and grass in the “real” spaces, I introduced life and honesty to reflect the content
of those scenes. Those two scenes were specifically Julia’s scene and the outdoors
scene that both take place in part 2.

Desaturation Research
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Julia’s scene consists mainly of a monologue in which she addresses entities
who aren’t there and/or relives traumatic events. The director and I viewed this scene
as one that breaks through the façade of the play and addresses some of the themes
more directly. Utilizing color and saturation, I introduced more realistic wood tones and
textures in the form of an unfinished wall of wooden planks.

The outdoor lawn scene was the one space that existed outside of the house. In
keeping with the metaphor of the women being trapped with the walls closing in, this
space represented the one place that was outside of that caged world. As a result, it
would not be bound by the desaturated colors I had established. It would instead exhibit
vibrant and lush green to show what the “real” was like. There would also be a bench in
this scene, and to demonstrate the fascination with the dirty side of a rock that the director wanted to explore, the underside and legs of the bench would have creeping
moss and filth that became thicker and more obvious the closer to the ground and farther back from the audience you looked.

For the other spaces the desaturated color palette proved to be extremely effective. I needed to be subtle since the setting of the play was realistic, but the content
was often surreal and abstract. I desaturated all the colors in most of the set subtly but
deliberately. This created the vacuum of life for the actors to fill, while still being subtle

enough as not to be distracting. I had to find a balance though as I didn't want to be too
heavy handed. To achieve that balance, I didn’t go full greyscale, but rather went for a
“halfway” point between full saturation and greyscale.
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Chapter 4
SET DRESSING

To continue the convention of desaturation in most of the set, I chose furniture
that was also desaturated. With the aid of the costume color palettes for each character, provided by the costume designer Luke IMAGE, I chose desaturated colors that
complimented the colors in the costumes. I also chose furniture that was as devoid of
ornamentation as possible to continue the sterility as well as the timelessness I was
going for.

Given the budget, and logistic limitations of the show I knew this would be one
area in which I would eventually have to concede elements of my design. Ideally, we
would be able to buy the specific furniture and paint it accordingly. Realistically however, I knew most of the furniture would come from stock or rentals; neither of which
would be able to be altered much. I still was able to choose the furniture that was as
close to my research as possible.

The painting choices on the walls were a unique opportunity for me to reinforce
the themes of the play in an extremely thoughtful yet subtle way. The director came into
the process with several images by the artist Edward Hopper. Hopper, who painted during the time this play is set, created paintings that are often of isolated figures in somber settings. Hopper's paintings also flirt with surrealism and abstraction, all of which
lent itself well to the story we were trying to tell.
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Morning Sun, Edward Hopper,

I also researched paintings by women of the local artist family, the Wyeths. The
men in this family, namely, NC, Jamie, and Andrew, are very well-known painters. The
women of the family, Henriette, Ann, and Carolyn, were accomplished in their own right
but are often overlooked and overshadowed by the men. I felt this dynamic spoke well
to the themes of the play, and many of their paintings matched the washed-out aesthetic and color palette of the design. They also painted primarily during the time that this
play was set.

The paintings were also a tool to build on what would eventually be “the moment when” at the end of the play. Since the audience was leaving the space between

parts 1 and 3, I wanted to subtly change the portraits on the walls. This would further
create the subtle absurdity that wasn’t obvious at first but was clearly deliberate once
noticed.
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The Marvelous Little Nest, Henriette Wyeth

I also used a portrait by Henriette Wyeth as a base for the portrait of Fefu. This
portrait, as is discussed later, would also be altered between parts 1 and 3, being made
to look like the frame was filling with dirt. In “the moment when” at the end of the play, it

was planned to make the portrait frame completely fill with dirt, as Fefu herself was covered with dirt from above somehow.

Portrait of a Lady , Henriette Wyeth
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Chapter 5
THE MOMENT WHEN

The final scene of the play was the moment when we would break with the realism we had established in the set until this point, to reflect the absurdity of the final moment of the play. This final moment consists of Fefu firing a gun offstage while, simultaneously, blood appears on Julia’s head. Fefu then returns to the stage with a dead rabbit that she had shot to find Julia dead. The director wanted this to be the moment
where the metaphor of Fufu being buried comes to completion.

The first way I proposed to achieve this was to have the walls physically move.

This could take the form of the walls actually moving closer to Fefu or the audience, or
they tipped in from the top. The Director liked “something” about this but couldn’t give
any more feedback than that. It was explained to us by the technical director that moving the walls would be too hard to achieve within the scope and time of the production.
Given the constraints of the production, it would not have been possible to keep the
corners looking clean as the walls tilted and the angles of the corners became compound angles. I moved on to other possible solutions. These included having the walls
grow vertically, having the tops of the walls grow on one corner to achieve a forced perspective, having light pour in from off stage, and my personal favorite of having a few
dozen dead rabbits fall from above.
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Proposed moving scenery options

While it was difficult to come to a decision on this final moment, one was eventually forced. We were limited to what was achievable given how much time was left in
the process. In the final moment, we would dump dirt on Fefu, symbolizing that she was
finally being completely buried. This would be augmented by filling the frame of her portrait with dirt, which would have been half with dirt while the audience was out of the
main theatre space for part 2.

Altered portrait progression through the play
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Chapter 6
THE PIVOT

Fefu and her Friends, final design scale model

The final design was presented just before the end of the year holidays and the break
between Fall and Spring semesters. Over this break I was planning on finishing the final design
drafting and paint elevations for the scene shop.
On December 23rd I was informed that in response to a growing concern for Covid 19
Cases, the production would be pivoting to a virtual, live Zoom performance. While I was disheartened at the pivot I have learned over my career, particularly the past two years, that a design never finishes the same as it starts. As much as I would have loved to have seen the design brought to full scale, I reminded myself that one of the challenges I set for myself was distilling all of the intent and research into a subtle and concise design. To this point, adapting the
design to the virtual format was just another step along that path. I needed to identify what was
absolutely necessary in my design and establish it as simply as possible.
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Over the course of the Covid 19 pandemic I learned what was and was not successful
when trying to perform theatre using Zoom. I learned it is not a movie, nor is it traditional theatre.
It is somewhere in between and if it isn’t approached as such it will not be successful. A clear
understanding of the limitations of Zoom is needed. The best approach is to not try to make a
movie, and not try to make an overly produced stage performance. In short, what I have found
to be the most successful approach to a zoom performance is to distill the design elements into
what is absolutely necessary and will give the most impact, and then execute them as simply as
possible.
To this end, the main things I wanted to transfer from the in-person design to the virtual
one were the simplicity, sterility, and overall color palette of my design.
Given the zoom format and the ability to utilize a green screen background, it was suggested that the scenic elements be created by imposing the performers over top of digital images or graphics. What I didn’t want, especially after the past few years of time spent on screens
as a result of Covid, was to remind the audience that they were watching a virtual performance.
The inevitable rough pixelated edge of the performers where their silhouettes would meet the
green screen background would be constant if we used green screens. Perhaps if the method
was seamless, it would have been appropriate, but zoom has its limits and this is one that would
have been too distracting.
I instead pushed for the use of multiple physical backdrops for each actor to
perform in front of. These backdrops were combined with a few strategic pieces of the furniture
that was initially for the in-person performance. This approach did create logistical challenges
given that the actors had to occupy individual, often small spaces. I think it was worth it though,
and I thought it was extremely successful in creating a subtle non distracting world for the actors
to occupy. The backgrounds used were a mottled blue background similar to the walls of the
original set for parts 1 and 3, and for the various locations for part 2, bookcases, a distressed
wall of wooden planks, white sheets or white walls, and green bushes.
I was able to incorporate the paintings and portraits I had intended for set dressing as
transition images between scenes. These were all overlaid onto a two-toned blue wallpaper
background that was close to both my initial wall color for the main set, as well as the blue backdrops used in the filming locations for each actor. I was also able to use the altered portrait of
16

Fefu and the convention of gradually filling it with dirt as transition imagery.

Final Zoom backgrounds
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Chapter 7
THE GUN
“A double barrel shotgun leans near the French doors.”
-Fornes

Much of the initial design concepts I had went hand in hand with those of the
director, but there is one exception that I feel is important to point out, and that is the
gun. The description of the space in the script clearly describes there being a shotgun
visible onstage. It took on some significance in my initial visualization of how the audience would find the space upon entering the theater. The show starts with and ends
with the main character Fefu using this gun. It plays an important role in the story and
so it makes sense that the script calls for it to be present onstage at the top of the
show. My instincts told me to use the design to call attention to this at top of show. I
imagined using real and suggested line in the walls, flooring, and arrangement of furniture, etc. to keep drawing the eye of the audience to the gun at top of show. When I
broached this with the director, I was a bit flatfooted to find that they were planning on
the gun being brought on as a reveal. Their reasoning was that they were afraid the

audience might find it triggering. It became clear that they were animate about this, and
I pushed the issue only as far as it took me to realize that they were so averse to having the gun onstage that they were convinced the gun wasn’t in the description in the
script.
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Since the gun is so integral to the action of the play it is necessary to discuss a
few issues surrounding it. The script ends with Fefu shooting a rabbit offstage; simultaneously the character of Julia is somehow shot in the head onstage. It is deliberately
unclear if Julia is somehow killed by a ricochet, or if her death is some kind of karmic
punishment for Fefu not playing her prescribed role as a woman. There were also some
discrepancies regarding the shotgun that I eventually decided were not deliberate, but
rather a result of the playwright not knowing much about guns. I did not voice any of
this during the production process as I didn’t want to risk “mansplaining.” In retrospect
though, I feel these discrepancies influenced the story we told and our process. Whether for better or for worse, I’m not sure.

The most obvious discrepancy in the script was whenever Fefu discusses
“bullets” for the shotgun. Simply put, shotguns do not take bullets, they take shells. At
first, I thought this oversight was a deliberate move by the playwright in which she was
trying to speak to the inexperience of the characters. With the benefit of hindsight
though, I can say that I believe it spoke more to the playwright’s inexperience. This was
later compounded by the apparent inexperience on the part of others in the production.

For example, the one moment in the production process where I did speak up at
the risk of “mansplaining” was during the tech process. The audio cue of the shotgun
chosen was the stereotypical sound of a pump action shotgun being pumped and then
fired. This sound effect can be found in countless video games and movies. The shotgun in our production did not have a pump. To make it worse, the actor playing Fefu
was miming pumping the gun, and no one was stopping her. At this moment, I spoke
up to point out the issue.

Why I feel this is important to bring up is that given our culture's ongoing conversation on the issue of gun control and the directors strong feelings towards the gun,
19

I think there was a missed opportunity to make a more deliberate statement with the
gun. I don’t claim to be a firearms expert; I am in fact a strong proponent of gun control.
But I feel if you’re going to have a strong opinion about such things, you need to have
some familiarity with guns so that your opinion is informed. Instead, the discrepancies
regarding guns in both the script and in the staging were ultimately distracting when
they could have been impactful had they been more deliberate and incorporated into
my design.

The style of shotgun used in the performance
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Chapter 8
CHALLENGES

No show is without complications. I often say that if shows produced themselves

and there were no issues, we in theatre wouldn’t have jobs. With this sentiment, I strive
to maintain a positive and optimistic attitude in my collaborations.

Having said that, this like many productions over the past 2 years have had
many unique and new challenges that have arisen from Covid 19. Distancing guidelines, mask mandates, testing procedures; all these things contributed to the challenges
that would arise over the production, culminating in the pivot to go from an in person to
a virtual performance just as my final design was finished.

There were two issues that arose before the pivot to online that were particularly
challenging. They were the inattention to deadlines and the disregard for the dimensions and limitations of the secondary spaces. I think that these, and many other issues
stemmed from a disconnect between the department and the director.

The director was the only member of the production team who was not a full
time Temple student, faculty, or staff. They were brought in as a guest director and
weren't familiar with the specific culture and expectations within the department. Many
of these expectations are very common and can be considered industry standards but
taking it for granted that the director knew them was, in hindsight, an error. I felt it was
not intentional but more of a “how could you know what you don’t know” situation.
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Before the director and I joined the process, great thought was given to ensuring that all of the safety guidelines were met. To conform to distancing guidelines, the
secondary spaces for Part 2 were carefully measured out and planned on Tomlinson
stage. The dimensions were available for reference from the onset of the production
process and given to the director and I as set parameters to work within and around. I
took these limitations in stride and incorporated them into my design, but as the process progressed it was clear that while I took these as immutable limitations the director however did not seem to see them as concrete.

Pre-established ground plan of Tomlinson Stage

It wasn’t until relatively late in the process that the director brought up concerns
about the closed-in nature of these spaces. They felt the audience and actors would not
feel or be safe in such a tight proximity because of Covid. This however had all been
accounted for and all the safety guidelines were being met. This proved to be a substantial point of contention in the design process. I felt I was being asked to make
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changes that were not mine to make but couldn’t progress with my design because the
director would not accept these limitations. Eventually it was resolved by the Technical
Director and Department Chair stepping in, for which I was thankful.

In addition to the dimensions for the smaller spaces, an issue that seemed to
grow as the design progressed was an inattention to deadlines. One of the biggest examples of this was the decision about what would happen to the set at the end of the

show.

As I repeatedly proposed solutions for “the moment when” at the end of the
play, I couldn’t nail down what the director wanted. They kept coming back to the idea
of the walls moving or being tilted, but as I have mentioned, it was made clear that this
wasn’t feasible. Since this final moment determined how the entire set would be built it
needed to be solved before anything could be finalized. This fact seemed to be lost on
the director who continually wanted to “keep thinking on” this moment. Since, as mentioned, the director was not a part of the department and physically did not come into
the building until late in the production process, this urgency was lost on them. As much
as I wanted to be assertive in these moments, I didn’t feel it was my place for the reasons I mentioned earlier. I was prepared to move forward with any of the proposed solutions, but couldn’t without confirmation from the director, who would not move on from
the idea of moving walls.

It all came to a head in one of the later production meetings when the design for
the set was not as far along as it needed to be at that stage of the process. With the
director attending the meeting remotely, via Zoom, and the rest of the production team
being in the room, I was being asked for answers that were not mine to give, and for
decisions that were not mine to make. I was torn between advocating for the director
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and supporting the other designers and production team members who couldn't move
forward with their work till mine was finished.

I was extremely thankful then for the Technical Director and Department Chair
for stepping in at that moment and imparting to the director that decisions needed to be
made that day for the production to move forward. There was a follow up meeting a few
hours later in which it was made clear that many of the options for “the moment when”

were not possible at that late stage of the process. What was achievable was dropping
dirt on the character of Fefu from above, and possibly the portrait of her, to convey that
she was being buried; a final punctuation in the metaphor the director was trying to convey.

After the production went virtual, the remote nature of much of the collaboration
continued to be a challenge as we entered the tech process. The director never physically came to the spaces in which the actors were performing, and so did not understand why the rest of the production team couldn’t fulfill many of their requests. The director only had the understanding that was available to her via the accounts of the people in the rooms or the limited views from webcams. Eventually, through much trial and
error, I and the rest of the production team were able to accommodate the director’s
requests to their satisfaction.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION

I’m proud of what I accomplished with Fefu and her Friends. It was the culmination of three

years’ worth of improvements I’ve made as a designer and collaborator. I was able to implement all the
skills and techniques I’ve developed in my time at Temple. But looking back what I’m most pleased with
how I was able to navigate a particularly difficult design process with multiple stakeholders who had
conflicting needs. I am confident that this, more than any technical or artistic prowess, will benefit me in
the long term. I am pleased with the level I have reached artistically over the past three years, but I
know that my reputation as a professional and effective collaborator is even more important.
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